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Abstract— The Iris dataset is one of the most famous dataset containing data on four attributes named as Sepal.length, 

Sepal.width, Petal.length, Petal.width and three classes or subspecies named as Sentosa,Versicolor and Virginic each class 

has 50 samples. The measurement of four attributes in CM (centimeters). This data set was developed by Ronald Fisher in 

1936. This is available on UCI data set. In this study we want to show that how to solve the classification problem using 

some algorithms like K-means clustering, Random Forest decision, SVM, Logistic Regression, KNN, K-medoids. In 

addition, we also worked on four features to a advanced feature. The scikit tool we use for implementation. In this study 

applies classification and regression algorithms on the iris dataset by discovering and analyzing the patterns. 

 

Keywords— Iris dataset, Logistic Regression, k-nearest neighbors, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, K-means 

clustering, K-medoids. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Ronald Fisher world was born 17 February 1890 in 

England. He is one of the most famous biologists and 

statistician in the whole world. Who introduce 

Fisher's Iris data set / Iris flower data set with us by his 

paper named “The use of multiple measurements in 

taxonomic problems”  [1]. The data was collected by the 

Edgar Anderson from the morphologic variation flowers of 

Iris different related species that’s why sometimes it’s 

called Anderson's Iris data set.  Classification is the most 

regularly used tasks of decision making for human activity. 

A problem of classification occurs when an item needs to 

assigned into a class based on a number of observed assign 

related to that item.  

 

Data mining is one of the most useful areas for researcher, 

statistician, computer and data scientists. Nowadays we 

have lot of data but there is no meaningful information. We 

need meaningful information from large number of data. 

For find out meaningful information we need some 

technique. One of the most well-known techniques is data 

mining. This technique is the process of takeout useful 

information from a collection or large number of data in 

order that, data could be grouped classified of prediction of 

future and past [2].  

 

In last decade there are huge research work have been done 

by using several techniques of data mining in the part of 

marketing [3], business [4], stock market [5], agriculture 

[6], and pharmaceutical products [7].  Tools of data mining 

includes capable of mathematics, statistics and analytics. 

The purpose of this technique is identifying trends, 

relationship, patterns to keep up informed planning and 

making a decision. 

 

In this work a new technique is presented for Iris flower 

identification. It works training phase and testing phase.  

Training phase dataset are loaded through MLC (Machine 

Learning Model) during training and assigned the labels. 

Also the model predictive, predicts to those species from 

Iris flower data set belongs to. Then Iris species get 

labeled. This paper we will focus on classification of iris 

flower species by using machine learning algorithms with 

scikit tools. For iris data set classify we should have to 

discover design by examining sepal and petal size of the 

iris flowers. Therefore, the prediction is done by examine 

the design to form iris flower class. In this research work 

we instruct the model of machine learning along with data. 

If any unknown data is finding then the model of 

predictive will predicts the species of flowers from what it 

learned through trained data. Our main task is identifying 

the species raised on iris flowers characteristics. At last, 

classification models and the dataset are discussed and 

analyzed. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

Nowadays data mining is take part in significant role. 

Generally, data mining methods can be making out into 

http://www.isroset.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Fisher
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various categories such as prediction, regression, and 

classification and clustering. These various methods have 

been effectively used in various areas. 

 

A model of the Iris species system is described from this 

work we can see that Patrick conducts the iris dataset to 

apply oneself to the statistical analysis. In his study he 

analyzes two different systems. The dataset is plotted for 

the shake of determine the different sample in 

classification. He was able take out statistical details by 

evaluating an application with java [15]. 

 

In the other study of Wong P. H. he used bunching 

calculations for iris flowers. Bunching is impartial by the 

theory of chart. The theory of chart is utilized. He 

connected various AI (artificial-intelligence) devices with 

K-NN.  In his study he fined the result is 96% [16]. 

 

The model for the System of Iris Flowers is described as 

the proposed technique is carried out on Iris data and 

classifies the dataset among 4 classes. In this exposition, 

the network can select the well features and take out a 

small but suitable set of regulation for the classification 

job. For Class one data set we acquired 0 confuse on set of 

test and for any other set of data the outcome obtained are 

close to the results indicated in the literature [17]. 

 

A model of the Iris species system is described as 

implemented their technique can automatically identify the 

Irish flower class with three talk to segmentation, 

classification and extraction of feature. Using SVC, k-NN, 

Logistic Regression and Neural network [18]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

To implementation different types of machine learning 

methods for accept which method is given valid result for 

point out iris specie data set associate to. We use some 

algorithms like as K-medoids, K-means clustering, 

Random Forest decision, SVM (Support vector Machine), 

Logistic Regression, and KNN (k-Nearest Neighbors). We 

use all this algorithm in scikit tool kit depends on python. 

 

Data Set: 

In this paper we use a built-in data set from scikit project 

which is open source named as IRIS data set. In is  It 

contain four (04) attributes named as Sepal-length, Sepal-

width, Petal-length, Petal-width and three(03) classes or 

species named as Sentosa, Versicolor and Virginic each 

class has 50 samples. The total samples of iris data set are 

150. 

 
Figure 1: Three species of IRIS flower 

Source of Data 

As this dataset is built-in data set from scikit project which 

is open source.  

 

Data Variables: 

There are five variables in this data set: 

1. Sepal length: (It is use as input data which is measured 

by centimeters)  

2. Sepal width: (It is use as input data which is measured 

by centimeters) 

3. Petal length: (It is use as input data which is measured 

by centimeters) 

4. Petal width: (It is use as input data which is measured 

by centimeters) 

5. Class: (It is use as target data which is measured by 

centimeters) 

     The variable of class contains three (03) group or 

species named as iris Sentosa  iris Versicolor and iris 

Virginic. 

 

 
Figure 2: IRIS data set Phi-chart 

 
Table 1: Characteristics the Data Set Feature with in Statistical 

information 

Source: Python coding 

 

From table 1 we see that, the feature of Sepal length and 

width range is 4.3 to7.9 and 2.0 to 4.40, average range is 

5.843 and 3.057, which is Lower length and width of leaf. 

The feature of Petal length and width range is 1.0 to6.9 and 

0.1 to 2.25, average range is 3.758 and 1.199, which is 

Upper length and width of leaf. 

 
Table 2: IRIS data set samples 

No. Sepal 

Length  

Sepal 

Width  

Petal 

Length  

Petal 

Width  Class 

0 5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 Setosa 

1 4.9 3 1.4 0.2 Setosa 

2 4.7 3.2 1.3 0.2 Setosa 

3 4.6 3.1 1.5 0.2 Setosa 

4 5 3.6 1.4 0.2 Setosa 

… … … … … … 

146 6.7 3 5.2 2.3 Verginica 

Feature Meaning Range Average 

Sepal_ 

length 

Lower length of leaf 4.3-7.9 5.843 

Sepal_width Lower width of leaf 2.0-4.40 3.057 

Petal_ 

length 

Upper length of leaf 1.0-6.9 3.758 

Petal_width Upper width of leaf 0.1-2.5 1.199 
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147 6.3 2.5 5 1.9 Verginica 

148 6.5 3 5.2 2 Verginica 

149 6.2 3.4 5.4 2.3 Verginica 

150 5.9 3 5.1 1.8 Verginica 

Source: Python coding 

 

Table 1 represents that, 150 sample of Iris dataset. From 1
st
 

row we can see that, Sepal Length and width is 5.1 cm and 

3.5 cm. Petal Length and Width is 1.4 cm and 0.2 cm. 

 

 
Source: Python coding 

Figure 3: Summary of IRIS data 

 

Figure 3 shows that, summary of iris dataset. From figure 

we can see that, mean of Sepal Length and width is 5.843 

and 3.053, mean of Petal Length and Width is 3.758 and 

1.119. Median of Sepal Length and width is 5.80 and 3.00, 

Median of Petal Length and Width is 4.650 and 1.30.  

 

Training and Testing Phase: 

When we will recognize about the data set then we should 

have to use the data set to train our ideal for forecast output 

value exactly. At 1
st
 we should have taken some sample for 

train our model. We divided our data set into two parts 

(training and testing). The rate of training and testing parts 

is 80:20. Where, training part use 80% data and tasting part 

use 20% data. Our focal point on the classify iris flower 

class with expulsion of data from iris dataset. RFC 

(Random Forest Classifier) method was used for 

classifying testing data and to get iris flower color codes. 

We find high level accuracy using algorithm of k-means 

method. 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS USE 

 

K-means clustering:  

This is the easiest unsupervised algorithm for machine 

learning. For unlabeled or large data, we use k-means 

algorithm, where there is no prediction variable. This 

algorithm is faster than the other algorithms cluster, the 

aim of this algorithm to find out groups in the data. It 
allows us form clusters based on same feature. This 

algorithm is based on distance, where we evaluate the 

distances to allocate a point to a cluster. In K-Means, every 

cluster is associated with a distance. We can use many 

clusters if we want, depends on our objectives, although, 

the more clusters, the less likely we are to construct 

generalized assumptions over the data. To get accurate 

result we use Euclidean distance. We calculate distance 

among many points. To find out the minimum distance we 

compare all points with each other’s. From the result, we 

predict the accurate result which stays 0 to 1. If the result 

is close to 1 then we say that this point is better accurate 

from others.  

 

Mathematical equation of Euclidean distance 

)1..(........................................)(),(
1

2





n

i

ii pqqpd

Where,    p,q = two points, pi,qi = Euclidean vectors,  n = 

n-space. 

 

Suppose, we use 3 and 9 clusters for 3 species with the 

dimension of sepal and petal in iris data set where k=3 and 

9. At 1
st
 we input iris data set from sklearn, load k-means 

and libraries which we needed. We use some python 

programming code to get the figure 4.  

 

 
Source: Python coding 

Figure 4: K-Means pair-plot where K=3. 

 

The Figure 4 shows that the species are fully separated into 

clusters build on their assessments. This is the occasion 

with all the combinations without when plotting sepal 

length and width. These are a bit difficult to different. 

When the species of setosa in this diagram is low clustered 

as it’s another diagram, virginica and Versicolor are quite 

well compounded together here building it more complex 

to tell anyone group from another individually. This can be 

good because it will assume that it clustered the data 

similarly to the species labels but only by using their sepal 

and petal dimensions. 

 
Table 3: K-Means clustered the samples against their respective 

species, where k=3 

Col_0 0 1 2 

Species    

Setosa 0 50 0 

Versicolor 2 0 48 

virginica 36 0 14 
Source: Python coding 
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Table 3 shows that Setosa is completely grouped. Virginica 

and Versicolor twain have a number of irrational 

groupings. This is most possible to the sepal width of twain 

species existence relatively alike when compared to sepal 

length. Maybe if there are more clusters, they can help fall 

off the areas that is mixed among two species and their 

area. 
 

 
Source: Python coding 

Figure 5: K-Means pair-plot where K=9. 
 

From figure 5 we can shows that, the pair-plot is slightly 

strong to compare in case of the actual colour and plot by 

species, although, we can see that there are several specific 

clusters that cluster at one place.  
 

Table 4: K-Means clustered the samples against their respective 

species, where k=9 

Cluster_2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Species          

Setosa 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 20 8 

Versicolor 19 0 0 23 0 4 4 0 0 

virginica 0 0 12 1 22 15 0 0 0 

Source: Python coding 
 

Table 4 shows that K-Means clustered where k=9 is better 

than K-Means clustered where k=3. The number of 

improperly clustered samples is much less than in the 

former cluster. By selecting the species by including the 

cluster while the determine species cluster we include all 

the clusters at once and see a great were not correctly 

clustered make use of the species as mentioned. 
 

Table 5: K-Means clustered result 

K=3 kMeans 89.333% 

K=9 kMeans 96.666% 

Source: Python coding 
 

From table 5 we see that, the accuracy of every model is 

calculated. To do this we divided it by the all number of 

observations (i.e. Correct + incorrect predicted) and add all 

correct predicted observations. Also show that, the 

accuracy of K-means where k=3 and 9 is 89.333 % and   

96.666 %. The result of k-means where k=9 is better than 

k=3. This algorithm discovers significant construction out 

of data and find out fundamental patterns. It reduces the all 

squared error. 

Random Forest Classifier (RFC): 

RFC is an algorithm of machine learning which was 

promoted by Leo Breiman [8]. This method may be used 

for classification (Classes), regression (mean prediction) 

and any other task, it often called random decision forests, 

which work by construction a large number of data. It 

gives us fast prediction and very good accuracy. It may be 

reduces repetition and removes duplicate values, it 

provides the outcome by taking on an mean of the decision 

trees. The general equation of RF model is   

),(),( j

k

i

ij XhXH   ------------------------------- (2)      

Where,  j= 1, 2, 3…... m 

),( jXH   = Meta determination tree classifier 

X= input characteristic vector for training dataset 

j = self-made and systematically allocate for random 

vector that establish the growth operation of  tree [9]. 

Classifies of RF work with k means together. At first we 

check the RF accuracy which depends on classification 

strength of individual trees. When the accuracy is nearly 

one then the program accept that and go to next step.  

Mutual OOB measurement depends on which is possible 

estimate only committed of error but also relevance of 

every attribute for classification’s purpose. 
 

 
Figure 6: RF Algorithms Structure for training dataset 

 

The important measurements of TRF made 3 attributes it’s 

showed in figure 8. From the figure 8 the attribute “petal 

length” is most effective on train model which is high 

important parameter on the other hand the attribute “sepal 

width” is less high important parameter. 
  

 
Figure 7: Attributes significant graph 
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The RF trained model tested for 30 data.  The RF 

confusion matrix formed since estimation process and test 

in figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8: RF Confusion Matrix  

 

From figure 8 we can see the correct and incorrect number 

which estimated by RF. The figure correctly predicted 29 

data within 30 data. It is clear that this model get even so 

detects correctly approximately of accuracy is 97% with 

the classes. Also we used method of macro calculation. 

The methods of macro calculation result are shown in 

Table 5. 

 
Table 6.  RF Evaluation results   

Criteria of Evaluation  Value  

Accuracy  97% or 0.97 

Sensitivity  96% or 0.96 

Specificity  97% or 0.97 

F1 score  97% or 0.97 

AUC  97% or 0.97 

 

Table 6 shows that the model get evaluation outcome are 

given in Table 2 When Table 2 is look into, it is notice that 

the model acquire is perfectly effective. Trained model 

accuracy was appointed as 97% or 0.97. The value of AUC 

is 97% or 0.97 which is so near to 1. We use curve of ROC 

graphically to check out model accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 9: RF of AUC value and ROC curve 

 

From the figure 9 we see that, the curve of ROC is given 

for every classes and values of AUC. The curve result is 

not far from to a perfect ROC curve to iris flower 

detection. 

 

SVM (Support Vector Machine): 

In modern times this algorithm (SVM) method are used 

extensively in different fields like as intrusion and face 

detection, image gene and email classification, 

Bioinformatics, Handwriting and text recognition, 

agriculture, engineering and so on [10]. Generally it use for 

solving classification and regression model and also 

modify nonlinear mapping.  There are two main types of 

this method firstly SVC and secondly SVR which is used 

for learning regression and nonlinear regression [11]. 

)3...(........................................,,})({  bwbxwxff dT

 
Where, x = data set of training, w = weight vector and b = 

threshold value. We use equation (3) for find SVR highest 

exact hypothesis function set. The aim of SVM is divided   

the data into various classes by line, the best way is 

hyperplane. Which class point is close to hyperplane is 

familiar by SVM. There are much hyperplanes that will be 

individual classes, hence to choose exact hyperplane.  The 

algorithm of SVM finds the closest point to hyperplane of 

classes and examines the distance among SV and hyper 

plane. Here the distance is carry out the margin. SVM 

select the hyper plane to gives the highest margin. 

 

 
Figure 10: Hyper plane select 

 

There are two graphs (Graph-A and Graph-B ) in figure 10. 

Graph-A shows that, green line and blue line. We select 

blue line is hyperplane because it gives us highest margin 

which is support vectors and this line represents the space. 

We use Scallers and PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 

to quickly classify dataset for reduction dimensional 

method which reduce number of features and computations 

dataset. At first we implement data exploration for SVM. 

For data exploration we use class of kernel or hyper 

parameters configuration such as polynomial degree. We 

use variable “x” which deals with the matrix features and 

“y” which deals with target vector. 

 
Figure 11: The three new subspace features of Irish dataset 
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Iris dataset is four dimensional using method of reduction 

dimension reduce Iris dataset in (03) three dimensions 

where the features number is 3. We divided our data set 

into two parts training and test parts 80% and 20% 

respectively. 

 

Logistic Regression:  

We use this algorithms for solving classification problems 

and to predict the probability either an instance going 

along with 1 class or other class. It apply numerical or 

categorical predictor variables. This regression is also 

known as Logit Regression or Model which is 

mathematical model use to estimate probability of event 

occurring given some foregoing data. Generally it’s work 

with binary data 0 and 1. If the event can happens 1 or true 

otherwise event can’t happen 0 or false. We use link 

function for this model transformed through predictor we 

also use Regularization [12] to point out over fitting error 

and under fitting the prefer model for training data. 
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Figure 12: The histograms plots of univariate  

 

KNN (k-Nearest Neighbors):  

k-NN method is supervised classification or nonparametric 

algorithm . Naturally we used this method for prediction 

and classification. Also use for distribute a point depends 

on nearest neighbors observe by neighbors of Euclidian 

distance and most of vote as principle part for predication 

and classification. The basic idea of this method is to 

define data by computing the k-NN point of data. In 

another word, calculate a gap among the test data and its 

feedback to make the proper prediction. Therefore, the 

most common point of class is the assign to those k-NN 

[13]. Which is shown in the Figure. 

 
Figure 13: Classification of k-NN 

 

There are a several different metrics to measuring the 

dissimilarity among the two variables. In this algorithm our 

dataset is labeled which involved observations of training 

(X, Y) for this we want to established a interrelationship 

among variable of X and Y. When KNN have invisible 

observation, then similitude are calculate through the 

distance metric among point of two data. We use some 

methods to calculate the distance. When k=1, the sample is 

just imposed to sample of their closest neighbor. All 

distance calculate only continuous variables. For 

categorical variables we use Hamming distance which 

conducted for the numerical variables standardization 

among 1 and 0 when the both categorical and numerical 

variables are mixed in dataset. 

Euclidian distance                
2

1
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Manhattan distance               
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1
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Dyx

Dyx  

Where, x = data point and y= current point of data for 

forecast. KNN cannot take string tag, to change string tag 

into number we use LabelEncoder from sklearn. Where, 

Iris Setosa, Versicolor, Virginica which is represent 0,1 

and 2 sequentially.  

 
K-Nearest Neighbors Flow chart 
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We use some plotting system such as boxplot is used for 

data representation, we use Pair Plot for visualize the 

format of the interrelationship among many variables 

individually, Andrew Curves are used for visualizing the 

multivariate data, Parallel Coordinates are used for plotting 

multivariate data. Then there are three steps for 

implementation KNN for Iris dataset. The steps are 

evaluating predictions, making decisions and parameter 

pruning. 

 
Figure 14: Parallel Coordinates plot 

 

 
Figure 15: Andrew Curves Plot 

 

 
Figure 16: Pair Plot 

 
Figure 17: Pair Plot 

 

K-medoids:  

k-medoids is one of the most renowned clustering 

algorithm . The aim of this algorithm is find the grouping 

in data sets. It is very closely same to k means method but 

it has so little difference and also it is slightly different 

boost or optimization function from there on k-means. This 

method is better option to K-means method [14].  We use 

Manhattan distance equation for this algorithm. Manhattan 

distance 

   


k

i

n

cp j
j

OPj
1

…………….. (10) 

The total variation among two points is minimized. A point 

describes in a cluster and others point selects as the 

midpoint of the cluster are minimized. Using mesh 

function we made a plot of mesh which provides us a 3D 

surface. This method provides a well prediction and 

minimize over fitting of this models. 

 

 
Figure 18: Graph of K-medoids 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Logistic regression algorithm: 

Calculate the logistic regression with scikit we get the 

result of accuracy is 96.6667%.  Which is showing the 

bellow. 
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Test Accuracy for Scikit-Learn 

model: 96.66666667 

 

SVM (Support Vector Machine): 

The Irish dataset involved 4 dimensions where Principle 

components analysis compress the data which provides 

features numbers for new subspace. We get accuracy 1.00 

for test set and 0.97 for training set while we use Linear 

SVM. While we use non-linear SVM get accuracy 100 for 

test set and 99.17% for training set. 
 

SVM with Linear 
Accuracy of linear SVC on training 

set: 0.97 

Accuracy of linear SVC on test set: 

1.00 

 

SVM with Non Linear 
Accuracy of Non-linear SVC on 

training set: 99.17 

Accuracy of Non-linear SVC on test 

set: 100.00 

 

KNN classification: 

Calculate for the KNN classification we get the result of 

accuracy is 96.67% and find k which is best optimal 

number for neighbors is showing in figure. 

 

 
Figure 19: Neighbors optimal number is 9. 

 

Table 07: Classification model accuracy 

Algorithms Accuracy 

KNN 96.67% 

Linear SVM 97% 

Non Linear SVM 99.17% 

Logistic regression 96.6667%.   

Random Forest 97% 

k-Means (K=3) 89.333% 

k-Means (K=9) 96.666% 

VI. CODE 

 

KNN Algorithm 

 
Random Forest  

 
Support Vector Machine  

 
To find the model accuracy of predictions for test data and 

y test.  

 
Accuracy of logistic regression 

algorithm: 0.966666666667 

Accuracy of KNN algorithm: 

0.966666666667 

Accuracy of Random Forest algorithm: 

1.0 

Accuracy of SVM algorithm: 1.0 

 

Logistic regression 

 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

At the present time, classification is one of the most often 

uses in machine learning problems with a number of 

applications like as flower classification, biometric 

identification ,clustering, identity verification and others. 

In order to construct a model, the classification algorithms 

make a relation between the input and output 

characteristics and attempts to predict the target population 

with the more accuracy. In this study we want to make 

forecast on invisible data which are not accustomed to train 

of the model, therefore the model of machine learning 

construct need to accurately predict the Irish flowers 

classification of future on behalf of the accurately of 

forecasting the label of previously  trained data.  The 

principle objective of this study was to come to a 

consensus on how well K-means clustering, Random 

Forest decision, SVM, Logistic Regression, KNN, K-

medoids algorithms performed in IRIS flower 

classification. In the analysis we found that when the 

percentage of training data improves, so does the degree of 
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precision. In comparison to random forest, which achieved 

97% accuracy, Logistic regression algorithm decision, 

which achieved 96.6667% accuracy SVM with Linear, 

which achieved 97% accuracy, SVM with Non Linear, 

which achieved 99.17% accuracy, KNN, which achieved 

96.67% accuracy. In the future, analyses on separate data 

sets will be generated, and different methods will be 

utilized and mixed to produce improved distinction results 

and also expand the accuracy by using dissimilar models. 
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